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1. You're Never Fully Dressed without A Smile 
2. Camelot 
3. Hey, Look Me Over 
4. Edelweiss 
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Celebration of the 40th Anniversary 
of the retrocession of Taiwan 
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THE PROGRAMME 
Prelude Chung Hsing Chinese Orchestra 

National Anthem of the R.O.C & U.S.A 
Taichung Library of Province 

Chung Hsing Chinese Orchestra 

I . Feather Fan Da nee Lan-Yang Youth Catholic Center 

A' group of shy lasses with feather fans in their 
hands disembark from a decorated pleasure boat and 

dance beside the .river:. Their lithe and willowy movements 

in tune with the soft and beautiful music form a poetic 

and picturesque scene by the riverside. 

II. Human Pyramid China Folk Arts Training Center 

The Grand Finale shows the exciting variations and 

possible combinations of Chinese acrobatics. 

ill. Youth Chorus 
1. Plum Blossom 
2. Down In The Valley 
3. America the Beautiful 

N. Folk Gymnastics 
1. Rope jumping 
2. Shuttle-cock bouncing. 
3. Bell pulling 

V. American Folk Dances 

Taichung', Children's Youth Choir 

Chung Cheng Junio r School 
Hsi-Ko Junio r School . 

Ta iwan College of phys1ca l Education 

VI. Good Wishes For Yellow River Private Youth High school . 

Our new generation of the Republic of China express 
their deep thought for the beautiful and magnificent mou
ntains and rivers in their mother country and also show their 

high morale 1n the course of the recovery of the Chinese 
mainland . 

vn. Blessing of Heaven Fu Hsing Dr~matic Arts Academy 

The world of the mortals was full of happiness from 
the beginning. 

Being ~ ealous of the happiness prevailing all over 
the world of the mortals, the devils wanted to 
change the world of the mortals originally full of 
happiness and pleasure into a devildom struck with 
mercilessness. 

The heavenly Kingdom would never allow the world 
of the mortals, a r iginally full of happiness and pleas
ure, to become a devildom. In o r:Jer to restore happiness 
and pleasure, they dispatched the judges of the after-life 
to 

0 

the world of the mortals. 
As soon as the devils were driven out or eliminated, 
the world of the mortals returned to their former 

condition of auspiciousness and peace. 
The world of the mortals means a world full of 

love, happiness, and pleasure. 

vrn. Chorus Morrison Academy 

1. You're Never Fully Dressed Without A Smile. 
2. "Camelot" 
3. Hey, Look Me Over. 
4. "Edelweiss" 

Good Night 


